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NEW NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
A PLACE FOR COMMUNITY

The Pyrmont Neighbourhood Centre will provide the amenity and resources needed for a continuously growing high density city suburb like Pyrmont.

The new centre, for the Pyrmont community, will provide indoor and outdoor areas across 1,333sqm of high quality, centrally located community space.

With facilities over 4 levels, the new northern orientated civic space will provide contemporary learning centre resources, lounge space to escape the pressure of high density living plus a range of spaces for community hire and a link to City of Sydney library services.
The Pyrmont Neighbourhood Centre, located at the prime northern end of the site, with views to parklands, REVY site and easy access to Darling Harbour, Pyrmont’s new Neighbourhood Lounge and Resource centre will provide the amenity and resources needed for a continuously growing high density city suburb.

The proposed Neighbourhood Centre will provide contemporary learning centre resources, lounge space to escape the pressure of high density living plus a range of spaces for community hire. This space will be highly flexible and can be adjusted to meet the City of Sydney’s needs assessment.

The draft plan of management proposes the creation of a Neighbourhood Advisory Committee to work with a dedicated Centre Manager to manage the facility.
Level 4 Harbour Roof Terrace
- ‘Neighbourhood Terrace in an iconic location’
- Elevated expansive roof terrace with harbour views Green space and seating settings
- Prime frontage given to community events
- Private and community functions

Level 3 Pyrmont Forum
- ‘Elegant civic function space in prime location
- Elevated harbour views and grand ceiling height
- Dual purpose catering and neighbourhood kitchen
- Access to Harbour Roof Terrace
- Private and community functions Jewel of Pyrmont Community

Level 2 Darling Collaborative Hub
- ‘Multiple setting to learn, connect and create’
- Open plan training & class settings
- Small consultation and tudoring settings
- Various sized meeting rooms and conferencing
- IT enabled, digital literacy as well as community classes

Level 1 Pirrama Reading Room
- ‘Stay-a-while and library space for all generations’ Elevated lounge areas for individual reading and lounging Children and family space
- Space for limited collection, periodicals
- Study space and group settings

Level 0 Jones Bay Terrace
- Enterprise Café
- Technology Bar
- Makers Space – Multimedia (Analogue and Digital)